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Abstract: Whereas server-side programs are essential to maintain databases and run data analysis
pipelines and simulations, client-side web-based computing tools are also important as they allow
users to access, visualize and analyze the content delivered to their devices on-the-fly and interactively.
This article reviews the best-established tools for in-browser plugin-less programming, including
JavaScript as used in HTML5 as well as related web technologies. Through examples based on
JavaScript libraries, web applets, and even full web apps, either alone or coupled to each other, the
article puts on the spotlight the potential of these technologies for carrying out numerical calculations,
text processing and mining, retrieval and analysis of data through queries to online databases
and web services, effective visualization of data including 3D visualization and even virtual and
augmented reality; all of them in the browser at relatively low programming effort, with applications
in cheminformatics, structural biology, biophysics, and genomics, among other molecular sciences.
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1. Introduction

Slightly over 20 years ago, a small commentary by Prof. L. Stein in Trends in Genetics anticipated
the impact that “web applets” were to have on how scientists browse, visualize, and analyze biological
data available online [1]. Web applets are small programs that run inside clients, i.e., web browsers,
as opposed to programs that run on servers. They therefore provide immediate feedback, allowing
off-server computations and interactive display of online material, with the additional advantages
that can be run offline, not overloading servers, and protecting data privacy as data never leaves the
user’s computer. Prof. Stein’s discussion focused on the three most widespread web applet platforms
available at that time, which were ActiveX controls, Java applets, and HTML-embedded scripts in the
(totally unrelated to Java) JavaScript language [1]. Of these platforms, today JavaScript is by far the
best established, most popular, and most developed tool, while the plugin-based alternatives (ActiveX,
Java, Flash) increasingly loose support in web browsers. The purpose of this article is to put on the
spotlight the powerful features of current JavaScript, both intrinsic and when coupled to HTML5,
CSS, WebGL and related technologies, and to demonstrate its power for browsing, visualizing, and
analyzing biological data. The reader will find out that JavaScript has evolved far beyond the tool for
small, simple web applets it used to be 15–20 years ago, now being capable of complex operations
and highly integrable with online resources and computer hardware, allowing even non-professional
programmers to build complex applications that rely exclusively on client-side JavaScript, running on
the client as “web applications”, or “web apps” for short, that are delivered entirely as web pages.

JavaScript is the trademarked but common name for a high-level programming language
standardized as ECMAScript, which is delivered from servers to clients (personal computers, tablets,
smartphones) together with HTML code, and executed at the client, i.e., at web browsers through
built-in engines that do not require any plugins. JavaScript was born to control HTML objects and
thus give interactivity and dynamism to web pages. However, it has evolved immensely in the last
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decade, linked to the development of technologies such as AJAX, asm.js/Emscripten/WebAssembly,
CSS, HTML5, JQuery, JSON, Node.js, WebGL, and Web Workers, while plugin-based tools like ActiveX,
Java, and Flash lost support. Moreover, the first JavaScript engines were slow interpreters, but recent
years have seen much faster virtual machines and even just-in-time compilers like Google Chrome’s
engine, V8, where machine code is emitted dynamically and optimized to the kinds of data being
handled. This and other developments that redound in increasing the speed and performance of
modern JavaScript engines allow complex tasks to be carried out within web pages on the browser.
Note that although new JavaScript engines are much faster than original interpreters, there is little
agreement about how fast JavaScript actually is and about how it compares to other languages in
terms of speed. It is clear that it has matured enough to be of practical use, as this article attempts to
highlight; but moreover, many benchmarks show that under certain conditions it gets close to compiled
languages like C++, especially when it can profit from optimizations that static compilation cannot
foresee. This statement becomes more important in the light that bug-free C++ optimizations are hard
to achieve, especially for non-experts, bringing JavaScript closer to compiled languages regarding
practical utility by scientists.

Writing JavaScript programs is facilitated by the high-level nature of the language, and their use
is facilitated by the lack of specific downloads or setups, because they are built into the webpage
structure. The browsers’ JavaScript engines connect directly to HTML DOM objects, greatly facilitating
data input and output, even interactively and with graphics, granting simplified cross-platform access
to multiple functions that would be hard to achieve in other languages, especially for non-expert
programmers, including high-level graphics, (live) video and audio processing, connections to online
databases and web services, etc., all accessible through relatively simple methods. Given all these
advantages, plus the ready availability of JavaScript engines in all free modern web browsers, even in
smartphones and tables, it was natural that scientists would try it out as the fabric for applying their
ideas into programs.

2. Timeline of JavaScript in Science

Tracing the use of JavaScript in science through a search for “JavaScript” in PubMed abstracts
reveals first uses by 1996, a rise to ~15 new articles per year between 2007 and 2012, and a burst
afterwards (Figure 1). The most repeated words in the titles of these articles highlight interactivity,
visualization, ease of use, and online availability (Figure 1, inset). Applications of JavaScript in
these publications range from visualization to database and data processing in the domains of
medicine (many providing interactive access to database systems and others simplifying calculations,
visualization, and collaborations online), psychology (notable examples are online tests), and basic
natural sciences most remarkably in biology and chemistry. The deeper focus of this article, biology
and chemistry applications, spans tools for bioinformatics, genomics, molecular biology, structural
biology, cheminformatics, and more.

Tables 1–3 list JavaScript-based web apps and libraries associated to molecular biosciences from
reviewed literature (Table 1), from unreviewed resources (Table 2), and other JavaScript tools not
directly intended for molecular biosciences but with potential applications in it (Table 3). This
article goes through some of these web apps and libraries and their combinations, exploring the
implementation of advanced technologies exclusively in the web browser, highlighting simplicity
for the programmer and open accessibility, and more broadly the utility of client-side JavaScript
programming in scientific research, education, and outreach.
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Figure 1. Tracking the use of JavaScript in science. Number of articles containing the word 
“JavaScript” in the title or abstract, yearly from 1990 to 2017. Inset: The 10 most frequent words in the 
titles of these articles. Data for 2017 was linearly extrapolated from counts by 1 August 2017. 

Table 1. Web apps and libraries of use in molecular biosciences, that rely entirely or largely on 
JavaScript, described in scientific literature. See text for details on many of these tools. 

Tool and Reference Brief Description
Data visualization 
Protael [2] Protein data visualization library for the web. 
JSAV [3] The first JavaScript-based interactive sequence alignment viewer. 
MSAViewer [4] Interactive JavaScript visualization of multiple sequence alignments. 
jHeatmap [5] Library to display HeatMaps in the browser. 

BioJS [6] 
Framework for biological data visualization, on which several libraries 
have been built (a collection featuring some of them is available [7]). 

PhyD3 [8] Library for phylogenetic tree visualization in the browser. 
Molecular visualization and editing 

JSmol [9] 
A full molecular viewer and editor program and library. See text for 
details. 

NGL Viewer [10], 3Dmol.js 
[11], PV, Molmil [12], LiteMol 

Various molecular viewers which profit from WebGL technologies better 
than JSmol providing nicer and smoother rendering, but which are much 
more limited in capabilities beyond visualization. Most work as 
embeddable libraries but are also available as full web apps. 

JSME [13] 
A library to create and edit small molecules graphically, often used as the 
starting point for subsequent calculations or database queries. 

CH5M3D [14], Chemozart 
[15] 

Libraries to edit molecules in 3D. 

Full web applications 

PsychoProt [16] 
A tool to analyze amino acid variation in proteins in terms of protein 
physical chemistry, to aid in the analysis of sequence alignments and deep-
sequencing-based tolerance to substitutions maps.  

Sequence Manipulation Suite 
[17] 

A collection of tools to handle, build, and analyze DNA and protein 
sequences. 

PDB-Explorer [18] An interactive map to browse the Protein Data Bank. 

Figure 1. Tracking the use of JavaScript in science. Number of articles containing the word “JavaScript”
in the title or abstract, yearly from 1990 to 2017. Inset: The 10 most frequent words in the titles of these
articles. Data for 2017 was linearly extrapolated from counts by 1 August 2017.

Table 1. Web apps and libraries of use in molecular biosciences, that rely entirely or largely on
JavaScript, described in scientific literature. See text for details on many of these tools.

Tool and Reference Brief Description

Data visualization

Protael [2] Protein data visualization library for the web.

JSAV [3] The first JavaScript-based interactive sequence alignment viewer.

MSAViewer [4] Interactive JavaScript visualization of multiple sequence alignments.

jHeatmap [5] Library to display HeatMaps in the browser.

BioJS [6] Framework for biological data visualization, on which several libraries have been
built (a collection featuring some of them is available [7]).

PhyD3 [8] Library for phylogenetic tree visualization in the browser.

Molecular visualization and editing

JSmol [9] A full molecular viewer and editor program and library. See text for details.

NGL Viewer [10], 3Dmol.js [11],
PV, Molmil [12], LiteMol

Various molecular viewers which profit from WebGL technologies better than
JSmol providing nicer and smoother rendering, but which are much more limited
in capabilities beyond visualization. Most work as embeddable libraries but are
also available as full web apps.

JSME [13] A library to create and edit small molecules graphically, often used as the starting
point for subsequent calculations or database queries.

CH5M3D [14], Chemozart [15] Libraries to edit molecules in 3D.

Full web applications

PsychoProt [16]
A tool to analyze amino acid variation in proteins in terms of protein physical
chemistry, to aid in the analysis of sequence alignments and
deep-sequencing-based tolerance to substitutions maps.

Sequence Manipulation Suite [17] A collection of tools to handle, build, and analyze DNA and protein sequences.

PDB-Explorer [18] An interactive map to browse the Protein Data Bank.

Wikipedia Chemical Structure
Explorer [19]

An interactive 2D structure and substructure search engine for small molecules
inside Wikipedia.

ChemCalc [20] Calculates molecular formulas, molecular weights, elemental compositions, and
isotopic distribution. Works as full web app or as an API for JavaScript calls.

ChemInfo.org A portal to a variety of web-based tools for cheminformatics and related fields,
including the PDBExplorer and ChemCalc listed above.
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Table 2. Some unreferenced web apps of direct use in molecular biosciences, that rely entirely or largely
on JavaScript.

Tool Brief Description and URL

Data visualization

Comparing contact predictions
and contact maps

Web apps to compare protein contact maps from structures or models to
residue-residue contact predictions from Gremlin [21], EVFold [22], and
RaptorX [23] contact predictions at
http://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/pdbms/

Examples of interactive open data
from research articles by this
author

Interactive visualization of data from articles:
http://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/papersdata/ Interactive 3D
visualization of published biomolecular models:
http://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/modelshome.html

Molecular visualization and editing

Hack-a-mol
Interconvert 2D and 3D molecular structures, SMILES and other codes,
and coordinate files in several formats:
https://chemapps.stolaf.edu/jmol/jsmol/hackamol.htm

Virtual Molecular Model Kit

A web app that provides easy access to JSmol’s model editing ability,
also using JSME and API calls to external webservices and databases to
provide a full online molecular modeling experience:
http://chemagic.org/molecules/mini.html

PDB manipulation suite
A growing suite of functions for manipulating PDB files online, for
example shifting residue numbers, getting amino acid sequences, and
mapping data to B-factors: http://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/pdbms/

Miscellaneous

MultiProtScale
Client-side version of Expasy’s ProtScale server, which handles multiple
sequences simultaneously: http:
//lucianoabriata.altervista.org/multiprotscale/multiprotscale.html

CD fitter and simulator Fit and simulate far-UV protein circular dichroism spectra:
http://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/tests/cd2.html

Table 3. Free JavaScript tools not directly intended for, but with potential utility in, molecular
biosciences. The listing is by no means extensive, and mainly tries to convey the reader a feel of
the kinds of available tools and the potential of the technologies.

Tool Brief Description, Possible Uses, and URL

Charts

Google Charts, uvCharts,
Chartist.js

They offer very complete sets of chart types, and are very customizable:
https://developers.google.com/chart/
http://imaginea.github.io/uvCharts/
http://gionkunz.github.io/chartist-js/

ChartJS, Highcharts JS, Flot
Also very complete, but here grouped together because they all provide
support for older web browsers, yet deliver high-quality graphics,
interactivity, and animations in modern browsers. http://www.chartjs.org/

Smoothie Charts Especially suited for plotting streamed data in real time.
http://smoothiecharts.org/

D3.js, n3-charts, Ember charts

D3.js has very broad applications, which allows charting in multiple
formats not covered by the libraries mentioned above. Libraries like
n3-charts and Ember charts make plotting through D3.js easier.
https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki/Gallery
http://addepar.github.io/#/ember-charts/overview
http://n3-charts.github.io/line-chart

http://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/pdbms/
http://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/papersdata/
http://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/modelshome.html
https://chemapps.stolaf.edu/jmol/jsmol/hackamol.htm
http://chemagic.org/molecules/mini.html
http://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/pdbms/
http://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/multiprotscale/multiprotscale.html
http://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/multiprotscale/multiprotscale.html
http://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/tests/cd2.html
https://developers.google.com/chart/
http://imaginea.github.io/uvCharts/
http://gionkunz.github.io/chartist-js/
http://www.chartjs.org/
http://smoothiecharts.org/
https://github.com/d3/d3/wiki/Gallery
http://addepar.github.io/#/ember-charts/overview
http://n3-charts.github.io/line-chart
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Table 3. Cont.

Tool Brief Description, Possible Uses, and URL

Mathematics and statistics

NumCalc.com A very complete scientific calculator at http://numcalc.com/

LALOLib and Mlweb

Very complete libraries for mathematics in the browser, with tools for
advanced matrix algebra, statistics, optimization, and machine learning.
Can be used as libraries for web apps or through a complete environment
(LALOLab) similar to that of stand-alone math programs, with its own
plotting capabilities. See http://mlweb.loria.fr/

Numeric.js
Another powerful library for mathematics in the browser, also usable
through an environment similar to that of stand-alone math programs.
http://www.numericjs.com/

ConvNetJS, synaptic.js, brain,
mind, DN2A

Libraries for neural networks and deep learning, covering from simpler
utilities like data and function approximation and regression, to
self-organizing maps, image regression and object identification, deep
learning, and linguistics. Most can be trained and used online, or trained
offline and used online.
http://cs.stanford.edu/people/karpathy/convnetjs/
http://caza.la/synaptic/#/
https://github.com/harthur/brain
https://github.com/stevenmiller888/mind
https://github.com/dn2a/dn2a-javascript

jsfft, FFT.js, FFT in many
languages, DSP.js, timbre.js

Libraries for Fast Fourier Transforms; together cover direct and inverse
transforms, real and complex convolutions, discrete transforms, and other
functions (plus, some are actually full packages for signal processing):
https://github.com/dntj/jsfft
https://www.nayuki.io/page/free-small-fft-in-multiple-languages
https://github.com/corbanbrook/dsp.js
http://mohayonao.github.io/timbre.js/

Math.js, Sushi, numbers.js, jstat,
rift, science, glMatrix

Other math libraries, some with unique features or tailored for specific
applications (for example, rift is intended for games, glMatrix, and Sushi for
efficient matrix calculations)

Strings

String.js Functions that extend those of standard JavaScript strings
http://stringjs.com/

textmining and text-miner

Two similar packages for text mining:
https://www.npmjs.com/package/textmining
https://www.npmjs.com/package/text-miner/
Potentially useful for mining contents in large corpuses of scientific text;
Figure 1B of this article was built using such techniques. Text-miner
includes lists of stopwords in four languages.

RiTa.js and nlp-compromise
Two libraries for natural language processing:
https://rednoise.org/rita/index.php
https://nlp-expo.firebaseapp.com/

User interfaces

WebGazer [24]

Eye tracking library that uses common webcams to infer eye-gaze locations
of the user on the web page in real time. Could be used to facilitate
molecular visualization as shown in the proof-of-concept example at
https://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/jsinscience/jsmolwebgazer/
jsmolwebgazer.html

Tangle Library to create reactive documents, i.e., which interact with the user in a
contextual manner and virtually immediate response.

MathJax Library to display formatted maths in the browser.

http://numcalc.com/
http://mlweb.loria.fr/
http://www.numericjs.com/
http://cs.stanford.edu/people/karpathy/convnetjs/
http://caza.la/synaptic/#/
https://github.com/harthur/brain
https://github.com/stevenmiller888/mind
https://github.com/dn2a/dn2a-javascript
https://github.com/dntj/jsfft
https://www.nayuki.io/page/free-small-fft-in-multiple-languages
https://github.com/corbanbrook/dsp.js
http://mohayonao.github.io/timbre.js/
http://stringjs.com/
https://www.npmjs.com/package/textmining
https://www.npmjs.com/package/text-miner/
https://rednoise.org/rita/index.php
https://nlp-expo.firebaseapp.com/
https://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/jsinscience/jsmolwebgazer/jsmolwebgazer.html
https://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/jsinscience/jsmolwebgazer/jsmolwebgazer.html
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Table 3. Cont.

Tool Brief Description, Possible Uses, and URL

Emulators and programming

Linux emulators

Two complete emulators of a linux system, the second including internet
connectivity and a graphical interface: http://bellard.org/jslinux/,
http://s-macke.github.io/jor1k/
Could be used for learning linux in a safe and simple environment for
example at the beginning of a tutorial course that requires linux knowledge;
also for executing shell commands and scripts as well as programs written
for Perl, Python, or even compiling C code, etc. on non-linux computers
without the need for complex installations, as exemplified with the
NESmapper Perl script.

Online programming
environments

The two linux emulators listed above include C compilers and allow
running Perl, Python, etc. Moreover, there are JavaScript-based web
applications specifically tailored for writing, compiling, and running
programs. Some notable links: site for learning and running C at
http://cs-education.github.io/sys/#VM; a Perl interpreter at
https://gfx.github.io/perl.js/; see also Emscripten at
http://emscripten.org/

Vi emulator
A working online version of the linux vi editor, could be used to quickly
process text files in non-linux computers:
http://gpl.internetconnection.net/vi/

3D graphics, computer vision, and augmented and virtual reality

Three.js, A-Frame

Three.js is probably the most used library for animated 3D graphics, using
WebGL. Applications are in molecular visualization and in more generic
data visualization, but beyond these uses, it includes multiple numerical
algorithms that could be recycled for other purposes: https://threejs.org/
A-Frame is an entity component system framework for Three.js, that makes
it much easier to use in virtual and augmented reality applications, the
latter especially through AR.js: https://aframe.io/

Jsfeat, tracking.js, js-aruco,
AR.js, awe.js, and argon.js

Computer vision and image processing libraries which can identify and
track objects or markers. Just like Three.js, they include numerical
algorithms that could be used for other purposes. Put together with
graphical libraries like Three.js leads directly to augmented reality web
apps. https://inspirit.github.io/jsfeat/
https://trackingjs.com/
https://github.com/jcmellado/js-aruco/
https://github.com/jeromeetienne/AR.js/
https://github.com/buildar/awe.js/
https://www.argonjs.io/

Tesseract.js, Ocrad.js

Libraries for optical character recognition from images, useful for retrieving
information from article figures.
http://antimatter15.com/ocrad.js/demo.html
http://tesseract.projectnaptha.com/

Hardware feeds and communication

WebRTC

Not a library but a collection of standards, protocols, and APIs for real-time
server-less, plugin-free communication and data exchange directly between
web browsers: https://webrtc.org/
See also the example at https://apprtc.appspot.com/ which implements a
web app for server-less video conferencing.

HTML5 guitar tuner
A web app that guides guitar tuning; exemplifies how to read microphone
data and analyze the signal through Fourier transforms to decompose the
frequency spectrum: https://jbergknoff.github.io/guitar-tuner/

http://bellard.org/jslinux/
http://s-macke.github.io/jor1k/
http://cs-education.github.io/sys/#VM
https://gfx.github.io/perl.js/
http://emscripten.org/
http://gpl.internetconnection.net/vi/
https://threejs.org/
https://aframe.io/
https://inspirit.github.io/jsfeat/
https://trackingjs.com/
https://github.com/jcmellado/js-aruco/
https://github.com/jeromeetienne/AR.js/
https://github.com/buildar/awe.js/
https://www.argonjs.io/
http://antimatter15.com/ocrad.js/demo.html
http://tesseract.projectnaptha.com/
https://webrtc.org/
https://apprtc.appspot.com/
https://jbergknoff.github.io/guitar-tuner/
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Table 3. Cont.

Tool Brief Description, Possible Uses, and URL

Hardware feeds and communication

gyro.js

Simplified access to gyroscope and accelerometer information, expanding
the information provided by the built-in Geolocation API (which only
locates the user’s position based on network and/or GPS data but gives no
orientation information):
http://tomg.co/gyrojs/

GPS.js Access to primary GPS data: https://github.com/infusion/GPS.js

3. JavaScript Libraries for Online, Interactive Data Display

One powerful application of JavaScript in science is simply that of elegantly and effortlessly
presenting data in interactive formats online. There are many JavaScript libraries that facilitate
interactive display of numerical data online, either of general format by libraries for generic plotting
and 3D graphics, or of specific forms as, for example, libraries that display sequences and sequence
alignments, molecular structures in 2D or 3D, and much more as reviewed here. Thanks to these
tools, online data display with JavaScript is so simple that it gives strong technological backup to the
case for open data availability [25–27]. It is in fact very easy to build JavaScript-based web content
to display zoomable versions of data plots and interactive 3D molecular models from publications,
as in this author’s website (links in Table 2). In the extreme of simplicity, RStudio’s shinny app
(https://shiny.rstudio.com/) can be used to easily create online content from R analyses, without any
programming required as it automatically builds the required HTML, CSS, and JavaScript codes.

There are several good open JavaScript libraries for plotting numerical data (Table 3). Google
Charts is especially simple and allows many types of numerical plots such as scatter, lines, bar, and
pie charts (example in Figure 2A); moreover, its GeoCharts allow mapping of numerical data on
geographical representations, as offered also by only a few other libraries.

Some tools for numerical display actually focus on specific kinds of data. SpeckTackle implements
charts for 1D and 2D NMR, UV/visible and infrared spectroscopies, charts for mass spectrometry, and
other continuous variables like those recorded in a chromatographic run [28]. More documented and
with more examples available, JSpecView [29] displays and converts JCAMP-DX and XML spectra
formats, thus handling many kinds of spectral and chromatographic data. JSpecView was originally
written in Java and used JavaScript only for interfacing with HTML, but since 2012 there is a full
version running entirely on JavaScript, based on the Jmol JavaScript Object which was originally
developed to port the Java-based molecular viewer Jmol into JavaScript (JSmol, see next section).
Another tool, jsNMR, is dedicated exclusively to 1D and 2D NMR spectral data [30].

With several handy functions, the first JavaScript tool for online visualization of multiple sequence
alignments was JSAV [3] (Figure 2C) followed by MSAViewer [4]. There are also tools for visualization
of protein features and annotations, such as pViz.js [31] and Protael [2]. A related tool, MultiProtScale
(Table 2), computes and displays physicochemical properties of amino acids over sequences and
alignments, acting as an interactive extension of Expasy’s ProtScale tool. Moving on to genomics,
SnipViz [32] and BioCircos.js [33] help visualize and disseminate gene and protein sequences and their
annotations, while GenomeD3Plot [34] and pileup.js [35] allow for interactive in-browser visualization
of genomic data.

Taking browser-based data visualization to its current state of the art in scientific applications,
there are a series of JavaScript tools for molecular visualization (next section). Another
noteworthy, recent work describes a JavaScript tool for efficient real-time collaborative neuroimage
visualization [36].

http://tomg.co/gyrojs/
https://github.com/infusion/GPS.js
https://shiny.rstudio.com/
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by each principal component; (B) Diagram depicting how to search, retrieve and analyze PubMed 
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A query through Eutils API retrieves articles in JSON format; then, further calls retrieve their texts. 
Abstract texts are processed with a function prototyped into the Script class, which removes stop 
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analysis (https://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/jsinscience/pca/pca3.html) run on a collection of
21 objects of three types, each described by 20 variables. Singular value decomposition of the
21 × 20 matrix is performed with LALOLib. Google Charts is used to display a scatter plot of
the 21 objects mapped on the two first principal components, line plots of the contribution of each
variable to each principal component, and bar plots of the eigenvalues to measure the fraction of
variability explained by each principal component; (B) Diagram depicting how to search, retrieve
and analyze PubMed abstracts with JavaScript (https://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/jsinscience/
texts/textworks.html). A query through Eutils API retrieves articles in JSON format; then, further
calls retrieve their texts. Abstract texts are processed with a function prototyped into the Script
class, which removes stop words (these are irrelevant words that would confound further analysis).
The cleaned text is then processed with nlp-compromise to calculate frequencies of words and
n-grams (word pairs, triplets, etc.); (C) Example interactive visualization of an alignment of PFAM
seed members for COX2 (PF00116) with JSAV [3], achieved through the demonstration webpage at
http://www.bioinf.org.uk/software/jsav/.

JavaScript Molecular Viewers, Editors, and Calculators, from Chemistry to Cheminformatics and
Structural Biology

Integration of 3D visualizations of biological macromolecules directly inside HTML without
plugins is now possible with little effort thanks to tools based on HTML5, CSS, WebGL, and canvases.
The full web apps and libraries JSmol [9], 3dmol.js [11], and NGLviewer [10] are among the most widely
used, and roughly balance technical features with graphic quality. Some other online visualizers explore
advanced features such as gesture interaction [37] and capabilities for very large macromolecules [38].
With such easy-to-use resources, researchers publishing biomolecular models shall, and should, make
their models available to the scientific community in 3D, as this author does (Figure 3A and links in
Table 2). Likewise, webservers using plugin-based molecular viewers should replace them with some
of the JavaScript alternatives, as plugins are becoming deprecated and unsupported by web browsers.
A recent article discusses online tools for molecular visualizations [39]; meanwhile, this section of
the present article focuses on capabilities other than visualization, for example for molecular editing,
calculations, and integration with other JavaScript libraries for molecules.

https://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/jsinscience/pca/pca3.html
https://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/jsinscience/texts/textworks.html
https://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/jsinscience/texts/textworks.html
http://www.bioinf.org.uk/software/jsav/
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Since computational models are not available in standard databases like the Protein Data Bank for 
experimental structures, they remain as no more than mere static pictures, hence the importance of 
resources for easily sharing 3D views, such as JavaScript molecular viewers; (B) Two JSmol applets 
embedded side to side in the same webpage and synchronized such that rotating any of them 
produces the same rotation on the other, thus facilitating comparison of two related structures, in this 
case two X-ray structures of a histidine kinase in different conformational states [41] 
(https://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/papersdata/accounts2017.html). See also the works by 
Mwalongo et al. about more complex setups for remote and concurrent visualizations [42,43]; (C) 
Example of JSmol being used to display results from online analyses, in this case data about amino 
acid variability in proteins by the PsychoProt server [16,44]; (D) JSME and JSmol coupled inside the 
Hack-a-mol web app together with JavaScript queries to external web services to achieve a complete 
molecular editor, molecular data search facility, and molecular format converter 
(https://chemapps.stolaf.edu/jmol/jsmol/hackamol.htm); (E) Proof-of-concept augmented reality web 
app that displays lysine and glutamate side chains which the user can move in space with two 
physical markers. The example uses atomic coordinates for real-time computations of the distance 
and electrostatic potential between lysine’s side chain N atom and glutamate’s side chain O atoms. 
This example is based on A-Frame which gives high-level access to Three.js, thus requiring very 
simple and short pieces of code (https://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/jsinscience/arjs/arjs.html). 

Possibly the most complete JavaScript-based molecular viewer and editor is JSmol (Figure 3A–D), 
born as the Java-free version of Jmol (currently actively developed by Prof. R. Hanson) and likely 
destined to replace it as Java becomes less compatible with modern browsers. JSmol includes all of 

Figure 3. Molecular viewers and editors online. (A) JSmol displaying a 3D model of a histidine
kinase [40] augmented with interactive decorations to highlight specific features of the protein, from
this author’s gallery of biomolecular models (http://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/modelshome.html).
Since computational models are not available in standard databases like the Protein Data Bank for
experimental structures, they remain as no more than mere static pictures, hence the importance of
resources for easily sharing 3D views, such as JavaScript molecular viewers; (B) Two JSmol applets
embedded side to side in the same webpage and synchronized such that rotating any of them produces
the same rotation on the other, thus facilitating comparison of two related structures, in this case two
X-ray structures of a histidine kinase in different conformational states [41] (https://lucianoabriata.
altervista.org/papersdata/accounts2017.html). See also the works by Mwalongo et al. about more
complex setups for remote and concurrent visualizations [42,43]; (C) Example of JSmol being used to
display results from online analyses, in this case data about amino acid variability in proteins by the
PsychoProt server [16,44]; (D) JSME and JSmol coupled inside the Hack-a-mol web app together with
JavaScript queries to external web services to achieve a complete molecular editor, molecular data search
facility, and molecular format converter (https://chemapps.stolaf.edu/jmol/jsmol/hackamol.htm);
(E) Proof-of-concept augmented reality web app that displays lysine and glutamate side chains which
the user can move in space with two physical markers. The example uses atomic coordinates for
real-time computations of the distance and electrostatic potential between lysine’s side chain N atom
and glutamate’s side chain O atoms. This example is based on A-Frame which gives high-level access
to Three.js, thus requiring very simple and short pieces of code (https://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/
jsinscience/arjs/arjs.html).

http://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/modelshome.html
https://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/papersdata/accounts2017.html
https://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/papersdata/accounts2017.html
https://chemapps.stolaf.edu/jmol/jsmol/hackamol.htm
https://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/jsinscience/arjs/arjs.html
https://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/jsinscience/arjs/arjs.html
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Possibly the most complete JavaScript-based molecular viewer and editor is JSmol (Figure 3A–D),
born as the Java-free version of Jmol (currently actively developed by Prof. R. Hanson) and likely
destined to replace it as Java becomes less compatible with modern browsers. JSmol includes all of
Jmol’s capabilities, which means not only potential to display molecules of different formats but also
molecular orbitals and any 3D object, useful to draw vectorial information in 3D such as distances
or electric field lines. JSmol recently incorporated the capability to display DSSR-derived structural
features from RNA structures [45]. Furthermore, it supports rendering of premade PyMOL [46]
sessions, synchronization of multiple applets inside a web page (as in Figure 3B, an example of
enhanced content [41]), and editing of the visualizations through selection and scripting codes
embedded in JavaScript. All these features are important for simplified dissemination and online
presentation of structural data and models, allowing online inspection without the need to download
files or install specialized programs (Figure 3A–C).

JSmol’s capabilities further include modification of atomic coordinates through rotations,
translations and even force field-based minimizations, recalculation of hydrogen bonds, aromaticity,
secondary structures in proteins, analysis of chiral centers, calculations about molecular electrostatics,
and much more. Using these and other JSmol capabilities in conjunction with JSME (see below) and
API calls (treated later on) to public chemical data services, Prof. O. Rothenberger built a fully working
web-based Virtual Molecular Model Kit [47] that provides easy access to the potential of all these tools
(Table 2).

JSmol’s selection and scripting languages make integration to other JavaScript tools relatively
simple. Thus, it is widely used for visualization in multiple websites for displaying structures retrieved
from databases [48], as well as for calculations and for extracting information from files with molecular
data in web applications such as protein sequences from PDB files (Figure 3C,D) [16]. Also, JSmol is
often used for building molecules and submitting them to servers for calculations through third-party
programs, as in the MolCalc [49] web app for fast quantum mechanics-based estimation of molecular
properties using GAMESS [50], whose results are displayed back through JSmol—a very interesting
tool for education, outreach, and simple research questions. Further interesting resources built from
JSmol are a Crystal Symmetry Explorer, including a tool to create files for 3D printing directly from
JSmol [51], web interfaces that connect structures to spectral data display with JSpecView described
above, and a powerful molecular editor dubbed “Hack-a-mol”, described next.

Some other JavaScript molecular viewers specialize in small molecules, allowing users to build
and edit molecules online [13,14,52,53]. Probably the most widely used, free tool for small molecules is
JSME [13], the JavaScript version of the Java-based molecular builder and editor JME. JSME works
on 2D, but a particularly interesting resource called Hack-a-mol (Figure 3D and Table 2) integrates
JSME with JSmol and calls to PubChem, NCI, InCHI, and ChEMBL, to interconvert 2D sketches, 3D
structures, SMILES, InChI, and InChIKey codes, and MOL/SDF, XYZ, PDB and CIF file formats of
any molecule. When any of Hack-a-mol’s containers are modified (for example, the file contents in
text format are manually changed, or a new atom is drawn in JSME, or the SMILES string is modified)
the other containers react to update their contents accordingly. Such a tool, originally devised by
Prof. R. Hanson for students of cheminformatics, is actually powerful for research in this field as well
as in molecular modeling, for example to produce inputs for parameterization of small molecules for
molecular dynamics simulations—for which there also exist web-based tools [54,55] that would be
handy to have streamlined. Other tools like Chemozart [15] and CH5M3D [14] are designed to build
molecules interactively and directly in 3D.

There are also JavaScript libraries designed for browser-based cheminformatics. Notable examples
are kekule.js [52] for tasks such as (sub)structure searching and comparison, functional group detection,
2D-to-3D conversion and format conversions; and ChemDoodle Web Components [53] for building
molecules and editing them both in 2D and 3D, computation and display of Lewis structures,
simulating and displaying NMR and MS spectra, getting IUPAC names from structures, counting
numbers of atoms or bonds, and more. Yet other libraries like MarvinJS facilitate 2D drawing of
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molecules, reactions, and reaction mechanisms, further usable for reshuffling substituents and querying
databases and web services; while JSdraw is a complete resource to design graphical web content for
chemistry and biology, including chemical structures, spectra, simulated electrophoretic runs, etc.

4. JavaScript Tools for Numerical Calculations in Simulations, Data Processing, and Analysis

Serious libraries for mathematics and statistics in JavaScript have been around for some time.
Some are rather general while others focus on specific subjects such as matrix algebra, statistics,
machine learning, neural networks, Fourier transforms, signal processing, or image analysis (Table 3).
Different libraries implementing the same algorithms vary in performance, but all of them perform
reasonably for small to medium sized datasets. For intensive workloads, some of these libraries
support parallelization through multiple workers, a relatively new technology.

A few of the most complete math libraries, such as numeric.js and most notably LALOLib,
provide online interfaces that look much like standard desktop programs for mathematics (besides
being utilizable as libraries), allowing the user to work online directly on numerical problems without
any need to know HTML nor JavaScript, in a graphical environment. Currently, the most up-to-date
and comprehensive math library seems to be LALOLib, part of a project aimed at achieving efficient
machine learning on the web (MLweb). LALOLib and ML.js include functions for linear algebra,
statistics, optimization, and several machine-learning algorithms like principal components analysis,
support vector machines, and neural networks. LALOLib even includes tools for high-level graphics
within the same environment, and allows loading and saving data and sessions to local drives.

The example in Figure 2A is an entirely client-side web app that maps complex multidimensional
objects on two principal components and analyzes how these components reflect the variability in
the dataset. It uses LALOLib to run singular value decomposition, and Google Charts to display
the results. More advanced ways to carry out principal components analysis are available directly
from LALOLib.

As a last remark, it is important to bear in mind that many JavaScript libraries not specifically
thought for mathematics actually do include mathematical algorithms coded into them. This holds
especially for libraries for 3D graphics, virtual and augmented reality, object detection and tracking,
computer vision, and image and sound analysis. For example, Three.js (Table 3 and commented later
on when discussing augmented reality applications) includes functions for handling quaternions,
otherwise accessible through specialized libraries but which are probably not as thoroughly tested as
Three.js which is so widely used.

5. JavaScript Tools for Handling Strings, Text Mining, and Linguistics

Basic built-in JavaScript functions for strings include commands to search or extract characters,
search or replace substrings even using regular expressions, split strings to vectors, and do upper/lower
case conversions, among others. External libraries provide additional powerful functions for string
handling and also for text mining and linguistic analyses (Table 3). Applications of string-handling
tools beyond assisting data entry, parsing, and formatting for display include the growing field of
scientific text mining [56]. Probably the most remarkable example of the power of string handling
in science is the widely used (and cited) chilibot.net bot for mining PubMed abstracts [57]. This bot,
introduced in year 2004, recently went offline due to incompatibilities with the latest changes in the
Entrez Utils API; it is now back but would likely profit from a JavaScript rewrite.

The String.js library provides functions to capitalize first letters, extract left or right substrings,
convert between URL-compatible and human-readable strings, handle HTML tags and codes, spaces,
accents, and punctuation, detect different sets of characters, read and write tables in CSV format, and
more. Libraries like textmining and text-miner contain utilities for exploring texts, including functions
for cleanup and text-mining. Functions for cleanup include word removal from predefined but
customizable dictionaries, line removal, number cleanup and handling, case conversion, contraction
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expansion, etc. Text-mining functions include commands to compute the frequencies of terms and
ngrams, and filter out infrequent words and weighting.

At the most advanced end, libraries for linguistic analysis such as RiTa.js and nlp-compromise
allow for natural language processing. Together, they cover part-of-speech tagging (i.e., detection of
nouns, verbs, adverbs, etc.), recognition and processing of proper names including persons and places,
acronyms, numbers, etc., verb conjugation detection and change, negation, single/plural detection
and conversion, stemming and normalization procedures, etc. Both come with prebuilt lexicons,
i.e., collections of words “understood” by the mining algorithm, which are rather generic but can be
extended as required for specific applications by using lexicons built for specific disciplines [58–60]. For
applications in chemistry and biology, lexicons could in turn be extended by using tools for conversion
between molecular formulas, structures and names, annotations and ontologies from databases,
possibly even on-the-fly through JavaScript API calls to external web services or by mining knowledge
databases such as DBpedia (the structured form mirror of Wikipedia) or Wordnik (a meta-dictionary).

Besides the tools for text cleanup and analysis, and databases of lexicons and other information,
the other main ingredient for text mining is the text to be analyzed. Probably the most important
free, open resource of scientific text are PubMed abstracts, which can be easily searched and retrieved
directly from NCBI through JavaScript using Entrez Util’s API as covered in the next section and
in an online example (Figure 2B). Full texts of open access articles are also available from PubMed
Central’s OAI-PMH Service, but calls to this resource obviously yield much larger volumes of text
to be analyzed. Last, there are JavaScript libraries for optical character recognition, which could in
principle handle access to text-format data contained within article figures (Table 3).

6. On-the-Fly Data Retrieval and Utilization within JavaScript Web Apps

JavaScript provides very simple ways to retrieve data on the fly from various servers, using
asynchronous communication. Following from the previous section, by using Entrez Util’s API one
can easily search and retrieve abstracts in JSON format from PubMed, for example to keep up-to-date
with recent articles containing specific keywords or authors as exemplified in Figure 2B. JavaScript
can further ask PubMed for the full abstract, which could then be analyzed through one of the
text-mining libraries discussed in the previous section. As seen above too, one can obtain the full
article (if open-access) in XML format through PubMed’s OAI-PMH Service.

Essentially any API that provides information in JSON, XML, text formats, or even databases, can
be called from JavaScript. Examples of APIs to scientific servers of use in biomolecular sciences are
RCSB PDB’s RESTful Web Service interface, PDBe’s REST API, PUG REST for PubChem, the FlyBase
API for Drosophila genetics, the Biomolecular Interaction Network Database API, openFDA to query
data from the Federal Drug Administration agency of the USA [61], the BLAST API for achieving
sequence alignments, the Human Genome Variation Archive’s RESTful API to access genomic
variability in humans [62], and ChemCalc [20] for multiple mass spectrometry-related calculations.

Other remarkable APIs of potential use in science are those from major search servers (which give
access to search functions programmatically), APIs for geographical information like Google Maps’,
APIs from newspapers and news agencies notably the New York Times’ API (which gives access to all
articles published since 1851), and the DBpedia APIs (to get structured content from Wikipedia).

7. State-of-the-Art JavaScript Web Apps to Inspire Advanced Applications in
Molecular Biosciences

The JavaScript universe offers an astonishing range of web apps that proof its intrinsic power
and the power it harnesses from interaction with HTML objects, WebGL, access to hardware inputs
and to online resources, and from how easily different JavaScript libraries can be integrated within the
same webpage. A list of some interesting examples that illustrate the power of integrability is given
in Table 3, most not specifically originally devised for scientific applications but certainly applicable
to science.
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A first example of state-of-the-art JavaScript web apps are emulators for many hardware devices,
including emulators of personal computers loaded with standard operating systems. These operating
systems can, in turn, run code interpreters and compilers, such that one could practically run any
piece of code inside for example Linux, inside the web browser. One remarkable example is the
jor1k OpenRISC 1000 emulator by Sebastian Macke (http://jor1k.com) which includes network and
graphics support, easy file transfer to local drives, and a functional Linux distribution. Inside this
Linux environment, one can edit and run programs written in bash, awk, C, Lua, Python, and Perl
languages (and other languages if their interpreters or compilers are installed). Naturally, having the
interpreter run inside an emulated environment which is itself running inside the web browser makes
it slower than running the interpreter directly on a Linux terminal. Yet, for small programs that are
seldom used, for example to address a specific problem in the lab or for teaching, the potential and
simplicity offered by jor1k is remarkable.

Another series of state-of-the-art JavaScript web apps and libraries are those for handling images,
videos, and audio, either generated by the browser itself or from files or even obtained live from
hardware feed. Libraries such as tracking.js, js-aruco, AR.js, awe.js, and argon.js can perform computer
vision in the browser, i.e., detection and tracking of the position and orientation of objects, colors, and
markers. One step further from marker detection, WebGL JavaScript libraries like Three.js, GLGE or
SceneJS can be used to project 3D objects on the camera feed, allowing for virtual and augmented
reality applications in the browser. Applications of augmented reality are slowly being explored
in science [63–68]; however, most available tools run offline and use multiple pipelined programs
specific for each task (marker tracking, camera feed, video generation) thus being complex to set up.
Web-based technologies have therefore special potential in simplifying both development and usage.
One particular library, A-Frame, provides a framework that facilitates even further the integration
of marker detection by AR.js and 3D graphics superposition on a webcam feed with Three.js. Using
A-Frame, an example provided here (Figure 3E and link therein) allows the user to drive two virtual
molecules with a marker around the screen, reporting the distance and electrostatic potential between
their charged atoms with just a few lines of HTML and JavaScript code.

Further applications of object detection and tracking are those related to optical character
recognition, mentioned in the section about JavaScript libraries for strings, and those for facial
gesture recognition. Among tools for gesture recognition, WebGazer [24] identifies different parts
of the user’s face (eyes, pupils, eyebrows, etc.) from the webcam feed, and computes what he or
she is looking at in the screen. WebGazer could be used for hands-free browsing of complex data
on webpages. As a proof of concept (that would benefit from improvements on the resolution
of WebGazer-mapped coordinates, currently at ~100 pixels in the author’s tests) the example at
https://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/jsinscience/jsmolwebgazer/jsmolwebgazer.html shows how
WebGazer output can be used to drive JSmol rotations such that whatever region of the molecule the
user is looking at always comes to the front and its atoms get labeled.

8. Modularity, Integrability, and Open Nature of JavaScript Libraries

Many examples from this article show that JavaScript libraries behave much like modules which
can be put together to build complex applications. Many of the examples revisited throughout
this review evidence how easy it is to integrate different JavaScript libraries to create powerful
web content: JSmol with WebGazer for eye tracking-based control described earlier herein, or with
JSME for interactive editing of structures as in Hack-a-mol (Figure 3D and link therein), or with
JSpecView to relate molecular structure to spectral features [29], or even multiple synchronized JSmol
instances to facilitate structure comparison (Figure 3B and link therein); WebGL, WebSockets, and
Web Workers to achieve concurrent molecular visualizations over remote locations as achieved by
Mwalongo et al. [42,43]; AR.js with Three.js through A-Frame to achieve augmented reality extremely
easily (Figure 3E and link therein); and plotting and mathematics libraries to compute and display
data as in the online PCA tool (Figure 2A and link therein). Modularity and integrability are powerful

http://jor1k.com
https://lucianoabriata.altervista.org/jsinscience/jsmolwebgazer/jsmolwebgazer.html
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themselves and facilitated by the open source nature of most libraries, and by the existence of
established standards and of large communities devoted to development and support.

Last but not least, a highly positive aspect of JavaScript web apps is their reach. Being essentially
text files delivered together with HTML, and taking into account that they run in freely available web
browsers, they are easily accessible to anyone intending to learn or to improve or adapt libraries and
pieces of code to specific problems—especially highly motivated students with limited access to other
didactical resources. These and other advantages, as well as the corresponding disadvantages, are
discussed from a practical point of view in Table 4.

Table 4. Advantages and disadvantages of JavaScript for use in scientific research, from a
practical viewpoint.

Hardware Capabilities Programming for Non-Experts Accessibility

• High speeds when optimized, but
still behind the fastest compiled
languages. Although speed is highly
discussed and varies among
interpreters and even according to
coding practices, JavaScript is
certainly not as fast as optimized
C/C++ or fortran for
numerical calculations.

• Speed is anyway a concern being
addressed by major efforts (see
asm.js, WebAssembly, and
emscripten projects). Also
background calculations and
parallelization through web workers
are under development [69].

• Easy to implement rich
graphical user interfaces
(through HTML).

• Simplified access to
peripheral hardware such as
built-in accelerometers
and gyroscopes.

• Simple connection to
databases and servers
providing data and text,
through
asynchronous requests.

• Data does not leave the user's
computer, thus inherently
protecting privacy (except for
server requests).

• Fully cross-platform, can run in
any device with a web browser.

• Free, and only a web browser is
needed to execute it. (Applications
on servers available through
Node.js as well).

• If not obfuscated, code is
human-readable directly from
HTML or JS file.

• Currently one of the most widely
used languages according to
several unofficial surveys, with a
growing community of developers
that contribute packages, libraries,
and knowledge.

9. Conclusions

Beyond the increasing use of JavaScript libraries to provide interactive data visualization and
small client-side calculations, full JavaScript-based web apps are now showing up, and as intended to
forecast and stimulate throughout this review, will become increasingly more common. Specific to
biomolecular sciences, examples of full web apps include the very complete molecular visualization
libraries and web apps discussed above, the very successful Sequence Manipulation Suite for analyzing
and editing nucleic acid and protein sequences [17] and an upcoming PDB manipulation suite to
analyze and edit PDB files (available from the author’s website), the PsychoProt server for analysis
of amino acid variability and tolerance to substitutions in proteins [16,44], the Wikipedia Chemical
Structure Explorer [19], and PDB-Explorer [18], among others.

Notably, also classical stand-alone programs and scripts can profit from the power of JavaScript
to become available online. This can happen either directly by running them online inside
JavaScript-based Linux emulators like jor1k mentioned above, or by converting code into JavaScript
with tools like Emscripten, or simply by rewriting from scratch (possibly profiting from existing
libraries for efficiency and speed) as in an online web app for analysis and simulation of protein
circular dichroism spectra (link in Table 2) rewritten from a macro-containing spreadsheet [70] to
HTML5/JavaScript.

Computers and the internet are established, essential instruments at the core of most disciplines,
from economics to marketing to social studies to engineering and scientific research. The global trend
is that online content and calculations tend to become increasingly more important than offline work,
and science is no exception. Whereas, on one side, the cyberinfrastructures for data storage and heavy
computations are essential [71], web apps are also essential to display this content in informative,
complete, versatile, and interactive ways, and to allow more specific calculations to be carried out by
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the end user. JavaScript and web components have matured enough for this, and it is now the time
when the most exciting developments are starting and will continue to fructify.
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